
Nowadays congestion and traffic jams are a common and major problem in 
most cities. Some people believe it is a good idea to construct wider roads to 
resolve this issue. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

     As an ordinary Iranian who lives in Tehran, I am faced with traffic every day. 
We are forced to endure staying in congestion for hours and face its 
consequences that may affect us such as physical and mental disease, hence/thus 
the importance of finding a solution. Although building wider roads can help this 
problem, it is not the right answer for to this complication.

     The very first reason behind traffic is the lack of respectable driving culture. 
Not only can driving carelessly cause horrible accidents, but also can eaffect on 
traffic jams in every streets or highways. For example, if everyone in the streets 
drove between lines and did not change their line consistently, since they drove 
orderly the necessity of applying the brake would be reduced, Therefore the 
reduction of density of cars in our streets.

     Secondly, we should note our cities’ capacity. When we are producing and 
selling vehicles, we should consider that our avenues have limited dimension. If 
cars more than a street’s capacity drive in it, no matter how lawful everybody 
drives, we will be confronted with congestion. So we should come up with a 
system which manages selling vehicles in every city to control the number of cars 
in it. 

     All in all, barely does setting up wider roads assist us in the trouble we have 
with traffic. It can be considered as a temporary solution for this issue, but we 
have to find better ways to handle it such as teaching the young to drive lawfully. 
Also it is necessary to stop injecting cars into streets more than its their capacity.


